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METHOD OF APPLYING LIAPUNOV'S SECOND METHOD
TO THE STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TIME
INVARIANT CONTROL SYSTEMS'
by

;v" '

G. P. Szego*

l) Introduction
The investigation of the stability properties of the equilibrium
point of a control system poses various problems -which, even if con
ceptually very similar, vary greatly in difficulty and in the methods
appropriate for their solutions.
The first and easier problem is what we may call the stability
analysis of a completely defined system:

given a particular control

system to decide what stability properties its equilibrium point has.
The second problem deals with a system having a fixed configuration
but with parameters whose numerical values are to be determined.

The

problem is to find the boundaries in the parameter space at which the
stability properties of the system undergo a change.
The third problem is that of synthesizing stable systems and its
solution implies knowledge of necessary and sufficient conditions for
the equilibrium point of the system to be stable.

This problem is far

from being solved and it is also doubtful if its practical solution will
emerge from the classical theory of stability.

In fact stability prob-

*Control and Information Systems Laboratory, School of Electrical
Engineering, Purdue UniversityLafayette, Indiana, U. S. A.
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lems of this generality arise only in very general formulations like
the synthesis of systems which are optimal in seme sense.

It should

he easier to include stability among the other constraints that the
system must satisfy, then investigate this property separately.

Ob

viously then many problems about structural stability will arise, but
the logical procedure will still be to find at least a fixed structure
for the system, by various variational methods, and then to investigate
its stability properties; in other words, to reduce the general problem
to the second problem of our classification.

In the present report

this problem will be investigated by means of the Second Method of
Liapunov.
The Second Method of Liapunov is essentially based upon the now
classical "Grande Memorie" [1] that the Russian scientist published
in I893.

This method can, however, be thought of in different ways.

The first way is as a general procedure for tackling the problem
of stability of systems, a way of thinking, a "policy," more than a
well defined stability criterion:
used in mathematical works.

in this fashion, it has mostly been

In the Soviet Union especially, this state

of mind prevails also in the area of control theory, in other words,
the Liapunov Second Method has been almost exclusively applied in order
to develop seme algebraic condition of stability.

In other words, the

Liapunov method has been applied to stability problems in order to find
stability criteria applicable to certain classes of systems.
, On the contrary, we regard the Liapunov Second Method as a

-
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stability criterion, based upon certain theorems ( 3)The main aim of this work,is to develop a method (

5) for the

construction of Liapunov functions for autonomous systems.

This method

in contrast to others will always yield a solution of the stability
problem.
The price we have to pay for assuring that the method always
works is the restriction to a particular class of Liapunov functions,
solutions of a partial differential equation (19) 'which turns out to
be the generalization of an analogous equation proposed by Zubov [2].
Since the solution of this partial differential equation is by no
means elementary and since there exist very easy methods [3,
5]
4,
which give the answer in many cases (but fail in others.’) the investi
gation of the stability by applying this new method is advisable only
in the case in which these simpler methods have failed.
In order to make this paper reasonably., self-contained, a short
outline of these three methods are given [10] and a comparison between
them is made.

On the basis of this critical study of the available

methods for constructing Liapunov functions we shall suggest a scheme
for attacking the stability problem.

-

2) notations and Terminology
We shall use standard vector notation with the following con
ventions:

captial letters are matrices, small Latin letters are vectors,

Greek letters and small Latin letters with subscripts are scalars.
ception:

t, v, are scalars.

Ex

We shall demote the transpose of a matrix A by A'.
We shall call an equilibrium state that is stable but not
asymptotically stable ■weakly stable.
We say that a sealar function 0 = $(x) is positive (negative)
definite on the trajectories of a system in a region B C. Er of
$(x)

0 in S.

of the system,

(0(x) ^vQ) and0(x) / 0 on my nonsingular solution
Ey a Liapunov function we mean any scalar function

which gives the answer to the stability properties of a solution of
a system.
Unless otherwise stated, we shall throughout assume that all
the scalar functions we use have continuous first partial derivatives.,
3)

On Stability of Systems with Perturbations
As we previously mentioned we are going to investigate autonomous
s. Since control systems are by no means autonomous, it is worth
system

while to show the connections between the stability property of an
autonomous system and that of the same system with some perturbation
(input or disturbance ).

The interest in autonomous systems has indeed more practical ......
reasons than the mere fact that they are almost the only systems we
are able to investigate.

These reasons lie in the concept of wstrong

stability under persistent perturbations" recently introduced by P.
Seibert [6 Jin a paper based on same generalizations of the works of
T. Ura M-

This new concept is a refinement of that of total

stability (Vf.
Let us define strong stability under persistent perturbations

5 following 'Seibert.
Consider the nonlinear autonomous dynamic system;

x =:;f(x|;

'■/$($),-. ®.

(l)

where x is an n-vector, f an n-vector-valued function, and the vector
f (x ) .satisfies the. usual conditions of existence,,■' uniqueness and con
tinuity of the solutions of equation (l) jj?, loj.
<8 >

¥e shall call

-perturbed motion with respect to the auto-

ncraous system(l) anabsolutely eontinuous eurre x*(t) which satisfies
the following differential inequality
II ^(t)

i(x^(t)) J J

K,

for all values of t in which x*(t) exists,
the class ...of '. .all

<S >

6

(2)

let us demote hy 3 *(x; S)

-perturbedmotions starting from x.

Then the

trivial solution x = 0 of the system (l) is said to he strongly stable
under persistent perturbations if, given any e > 0, there exists a ^
such that for all
'

. e

.>) ¥ith ||x^\\< S

it is .
j I x* j J

< .. e ;

for all t in © ^ t

t

t

no '

with a sufficiently large t and small §.
In other words the perturbed motion starting in a neighborhood of
x =..© will ultimately be arbitrarily close to x = © for small enough
persistent perturbations.

Seihert proved that if the system (l) is locally

Lipschitzian, then the solution x = 0 is strongly stable under persistent
perturbations;, if and only if it, isasymptotically stable,

Our aim is

consequently to: be able to prove asymptotic stability of the autonomous
system (l) and to do that through the Liapunov Second Method.

Ji- )

Liapunov * s Second Method

la order to make this presentation reasonably self-contained
and also because themethods wepropose are essentially different from
that of other authors, we shall briefly state the stability analysis
via Liapunov's second methods
Liapunov's Second Method [l8] can be codified in the following
set of theorems.

theorem

4.1.

The solution x = ©, of the system (l) is asymptotically stable
(= uniform-asymptotically stable, since the system (l) is autonomous)
with respect to the coordinates x^ in a closed, bounded region S, de
fined by v(x)

^

5, of the euclidean spaceJEn, if there exists in the

region S a positive definite scalar function v(x) with continuous first
partial derivatives which, if 5

v(x) = op, such that

11m

oo, satisfies the condition.
civ
with respect to the system (l) is
dt

I J X j I —¥ 00

negative definite On the trajectories of the system (l) in the region
So

Where we call a scalar function u =

^ (x) positive (negative)

definite on the trajectories of a system in a region S of the euclidean
space En, if in the region S C E11 it is u

£ 0 (u '<

0) and u / 0

on any non-singular solution of the system*
The theorem stated above was recently proved by La Salle [11]
for the more general case of stability on an invariant set.

The major

contribution of this theorem with respect to other works (see for
example Barbashin and Krasovskii (1952) [12] lies in the fact that

-
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the region of asymptotic stability is now defined.

From this theorem

the following is easily proved:

Theorem 4.2.

[3]

The solution x = 0 of the system (l) is completely unstable, with respeet to the coordinates x^ in a region S defined
hy v(x)

6, B C. In, if there exists in S a positive definite

scalar function v(x) of the class

which, if 5 —» oo, satisfies

the condition lim
v(x) =? oo, such that — with respect to
, j|x!l-»co
«
f
the system (1) is positive definite on the trajectories of the
system (l) in S.
For the

case in which the trivial solution x = 0 of the system (l)

is unstable the following theorem holds:

Theorem 4.3.
The solution x = 0 of the system (l) is unstable with
respect to the coordinates x^ in the region S C En if there exists
a scalar function v(x) such that v(x) > 0 in a region £2 arbitrarily
near to the origin ©a whose boundary v(x) = 0 and such that
in all the points of Q .

.>

0

,

let us make seme remarks about the extent of the various stability

We call the solution x = 0 of the system (l) completely unstable
if the solution y = 0 of the system y = f r (y), obtained by applying'
the transformation t
-Z
on the system (l) is asymptotically
Stable.

-

8
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The asymptotic stability and complete instability of the solution
x = 0 of the system (l) may be local (in a closed hounded region S)
or global (in the whole space E11),

If these properties are local, then

the whole state space En may be divided into regions of asymptotical
Stability, and regions of complete instability with well defined
boundaries between them.
In the case of second order systems, as Poineare-Bendixsontheory
states, these boundaries, if closed bounded curves around the origin
are limit cycles,

(if one excludes the trivial case of a closed-

bounded set of equilibrium points)*

Then from Theorems h.l and h.2

the followingtheorem on locally stable system may be proved:
Theorem h. h
The solution x = 0 of the system x = f(x)j f(0) = 0
f(x) ± 0 for x / 0 is locally stable (its stability properties are
not invariant in the whole En) with respect to the coordinates x.,
if there exists a positiTe definite scalar function y(x)
'

..

....

<S- C , such

r.

that ^ with! respect to the system (1) has the form
g = «W

(*)]

where the scalar function ©(x) is definite on the trajectories of the
system (l) and the function g(x) is indefinite on a closed surface.
Mere we caH indefinite on a closed surface a function g
such that g(o) = Of

>

0 sa&

6 (x) = 0 is a closed, hounded

surface.
let us denote by w = v that surface of the family v = v(x)
G

-9

fhiqh is circumscribed by the surface ^ (x) = 0, and v ~

the ins

cribed surface.

Then for eyery surface of the family y = 'fj \,x) such
'.dr
that Y = yq f vc :. j,
will be semidefinite of a particular sign ,
and for every surface -with v * v/< , ““fill be semide finite of the
opposite sign.

The closed had bounded surfaceboundary between the

two regions of different stability properties, if such a surface exists,
fill lie in the region between the two surfaces y .and y, =, Ay,. ,
dr .;
e .
.a 'a-.
, In the particular ease
it is^possible to conclude,
according to La Salle [ill, that the solutions of system (l)/are;
bounded.

In the case in which f (x) = 0 defines a family of concentric

closed surfaces the boundedness of solution is defined ©miy iff

is

the Y-function circumscribed to the /largest; elosed surfaee v(x) = © ?
dr.
and
■%, 0, If ve. = a? , then the area of the region of indefiniteness
dy shrinks to zero and thesurface ^ (x) = 0 identifies
of the function ^
exactly the boundary between stability and instability.
*

is now a limiting set
dY
e a.
and r
.if dt

This boundary

'

of the system, namely a

i

if

it

t

©

If the system is of second order, the

Poincare-Bendixson theory assures the existence of an odd;number ©f
limit cycles betfeen

and y =

*

If the system has only one limit

cycle, this fill.be stable and the solutions of the system (l) will be
; dy . 1
■ . ' dy'
bounded if
while, if
^ q} the; limit cycle fill be un
stable and seme solutions unbounded.

The set of points g¥(x'}(c=(x^)) such that there exists a se[ueaee:; t^ With t
(t
), x(t„)—x as n -~s> +oo
a—> ~:@f) is called positive limiting set /"^'(negatiYe limiting set .PI*

It is evident, by inspectiohof thetheorems, (1 -it) that it
is

to determine the stability properties of the solution

x = 0 of the system
form, i.e., if

, at least in a region, if

has a certain

is either definite on the trajectories of the

system (1) or has the fora (3).
At this point ? in order to develop the stability criterion,we must
present seme very important inverse theorems, i. e., theorems which
give conditions for the existence of Liapunov functions in the various
cases.
Theorem h. 5« |~8
If the solution x = 0 of the system (l) is asymptotically
stable in a region S, then there exists in S a positive definite
scalar function, v(x) whose total derivative with respect to the
system (l) is negative definite, and such that lim
v(x) = od
11*11-* *>
■■if S —* 00.
Theorem h.6.
If the solution x = 0 of the system (l) is completely
unstable in S, then there exists in S a positive definite scalar
function v(x) which has partial derivatives of arbitrary high order,
whose total derivative with respect to the system (l) is positive
definite and such that lim
v(x) “ ® if S
11 x 11 —* OD
The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem (h. 5) by means
of the transformation t —^ -*£v
... Theorem h. ?♦ jj^-J
If the Solution X ?= 0 of the system (i) is unstabie in

-

11

-

a region S and Hq is a closed, 'bounded region such that Hq C S and
0. C E-

then there exists a scalar function v(x) whose total time

derivative- is positive for all points x^-x ■ x

v(x*)

>

@ for all x*. interior to H

€

such that

and v(x” ) = © for all x = x" & H .

The region ®f instability S coincides with the region v(x)

>

©. ;

This set of theorems constitutes a stability criterion based ©m
the construction of a sealar function v(x) whose total time derivative
with respect to the system is a definite scalar function.

The form

of the function v(x) will define, at least in a region, the stability
properties of the solution x = © of the system (l).
The first general formulation of the Liapunov Second Method, as
a stability criteria, is due to Zubov ra, 15] .

Zubov however treated

almost exclusively the problem of local stability.

The problem of

the stability analysis of the solution x = © of the system (l) is
formally reduced to the search for a sealar function

^

^ (x) such

that
f (x) = ©(x)£x*c(x)x - 7.J

(¥)

where ^ (x) = x*e(x)x is a definite sealar function, ©(x) is definite
on the trajectories of the system (l) and 7 p

© is a constant, and a

scalar function v = v(x), v(©} =» 0 sueh that the partial differential
equation
(x) = gradfv(x) f(x) = - v(x)
is satisfied.

(5)

From the form of the scalar function v(x), according to the
Theorems (k, l - if. 4) one is able to draw conclusions about the stability
properties of the solution x = 0 of the system (l) and about the range
of these properties.
scalar function

It is easy to show that by taking an arbitrary

y> (x) definite on the trajectories a system '(l), the

partial differential equation (5) does not necessarily have a solution
v = v(x) such that v(o) = 0.

Consider for example the following first

order system
• ... 5
*1 = xX

. .

and the scalar function

Then a scalar function v = v(x^) which satisfies the partial differential
equation (5) for this system is

The major problem is then to find a definite scalar function

[%), such that the solution v = v(x) of the equation (5) satisfies
the condition v(o) = ©,

The inverse theorems k. 5-4,7 guarantee that

such scalar function ^(x) and v(x) exist.
positive definite scalar functions

Hence among all possible

if/ (x) there will exist at least one

(we shall show in the next section that there exist an infinity) such
that the scalar function v == v(x) solution of the partial differential
equation (5) is such that v(0) = 0.

The stability problemis then

reduced t© the problem ©f finding necessary and sufficient conditions

that a given scalar function

^ (x) he positive definite.

The

existence and the possibility of using such conditions is however
much in doubt.
A different and more sensible approach is that of finding a

sufficient condition which guarantees that a scalar function f (x)
is at least definite on the trajectories of system (l) and such that
there always exists a function

f '■(*.) satisfying this condition and a

corresponding v = v(x), v(o) = 0 which satisfies equation (5).
In the next section we shall study this problem and restrict our
selves to a special class of scalar function

^(x) for which the partial

differential equation (5) has always a solution v = v(x), v(0) » 0.
In the following sections we assume that the problem of analyzing
a sealar function, that is the problem of deciding if a given scalar
function is positive or (negative) definite, positive (negative)
semidefimite or indefinite is solved.

In fact various techniques are

available for this analysis (reduction to a sum of squares, geometrical
studies, etc.).

In each particular ease this question can usually be

answered without difficulty.
5)

A Generalization of Zubovas Equation
Suppose that we are able to synthesize a scalar function having

a desired property, then the problem of constructing a liapunov’s
function from the linear partial differential equation (5) can be
thought of as that of integrating a Pfaffian differential equation.
We shall see that this point of view is quite rewarding.

Consider the Ffafipiaa foim

: >■

tc%) = y''(ac)d*: -■■■■■■'■

(6)

and the corresponding Pfaffian differential equation
■■■■-

-r1 (*)««■>,©’v''

(t)

tetyk(x) be an integrating factor of this equation, that is^/*(x)
is a 'scalar function Sueh that

yU(x) y(x) = grad

t(x)

(8)

The scalar function v = v(x) isthen a particular integralof the :
Pfaffiandifferential equation (j)f that is, .
(9)

dr* grad’TCxjdx
Consider now an arbitrary scalar function a = a(v).

From equation

(T) it follows that
f§ =yt(x) y'CxJix = 0

(10)

By substituting equation (8) into (lO)we have
J~ grad’T(x)ix = ©

(11)

which from (9) is identically equal to

J|dy = <fe = ©

(12)

These results can be summarizedin the following:
Theorem 5»1. . .
If ytt(x) is an integrating factor of,the Pfaffian differen
tial equation (j) with solution r = t(x) and a = a(v) is an arbitrary
J3/ry
scalar function, theny^(x) |^: is also an integrating factor of
equation (j) with solution @ =- o:(y(x)) = ie*(x).

-15-

The results of Theorem 5«l a**e even more obvious if applied to
the Pfaffian form (6).
In ^ 4 we have shown that the stability problem is reduced to

the search for scalar functions y ■ y(x)> t(0) « © and
positive definite om the trajectories of system (l).

^ = j*(x)

Then the problem

may be reduced t® that of seeking.a scalar function a(v) such that
Ily^Cx) CO (x) = j^(x)

(15)

or

The functional equation (it) eaa readily be solved if
■p(t(i)>

©a the basis of these considerations we eaa develop the following

.

Sake a scalar function

= v1(x)J, v^(o) = 0 and compute its

total time derivative .
.*[3
dt

= grader, (x) f(x) = j{x)s

Hext look for a scalar fuaetioa ^(x) which is at least definite on
the trajectories of the system (l) and a scalar function
bounded^ such that
Hx]
~~yxXi
Then the differential equation

)

(15)

-

may "be Integrated.

16

-

Its solution'® = a(v^) « a*(x) will be such that

®* = grad'®*(x) f(x) =

f (x)

(19)

which is at least definite on the trajectories of the system (l), and
because of the assumptions made on a(v^) and v^(x) solve our stability

By substituting (17) into equation (l6) we obtain

IT = grad'v^x) f(x) =

(20)

JL
•which is a generalization of Zubov's equation £5}:
grad’v f(x) = $(x)(l + v)

(21)

The stability theorem we deduce from (20) may be stated as:
Theorem 5.2.
The stability problem of the solution x = © of the system
(l) is reduced to finding scalar functions v-^x),
that v1(o) =? 0,

Jo(s)ds

<

oo and

(j/(x)f ©(v ^) such

jp (x) is definite on the tra

jectories of system (l).
Let us now integrate equation (l8)

Ti

o^) =

J
.

from whieh we deduce

©

p(s)ds

(22)

Theorem 5. 3.
The solution x = 0 of system (l) is asymptotically stable
in a closed, 'bounded region S: a*(x) ^ 5, S > 0, if there exist
Scalar functions v^(x),

^ (x), p(v^) satisfying the following

conditions!

i)
ii)

^(0) = ©
^(x) negative definite on the trajectories of
system (l)

iii)
iv)

J*p(s)ds T<
ex*(x) = j

oo
p(s)ds > 0 in S, x ^ 0 a*(x) = 0

0

and such that equation (20) is satisfied.
- Gorollary: 5.1.
The solution x = 0 of system (l) is asymptotically stable

in the large if all the conditions of Theorem 5* 3 are satisfied and
Ti-

llm

<ai*(x) = lim

JJ x j j

o©

J | x ! | —»

J
oo

.

p(s)ds =

oo

0

- Corollary 5.2.
If all the conditions of Theorem 5*3 are satisfied with
the sign of

y (x) changed, then the solution x = 0 of system (l)

is completely unstable.
Remark 5.1*
It is always possible to give sufficient conditions for com
plete instability, from any theorem on asymptotical stability.

In the

following sections we are going to present numerous theorems on asymp-

totteal stability, and it is always implied, even if not explicitly
stated, that a similar theorem for complete instability holds.
Since, given any scalar function vg = vg(x) it is always possible
to find a functional -Q = XX, (^(x)), XI (0) = § such that the scalar
function Hl=

(x) is semidefiaite we can develop the following

simplified procedure for constructing Liapunov’s functions,,
Let us, first of all, seek a scalar function ,yg = vg(x),
v(o) = Q, suck that
dv

= grsdfVg(x) f(x). ■ - ©(Vg)
where © = @(v_), @(vQ) bounded is an arbitrary scalar function.

"M ■

<&

Equation (23) is a special ease of equation
Then it is always possible to integrate the equation
VT:‘P2(Ta)

av2

and its solution ag = ag(vg) = ag*(x) will be such that

dt
where

n *(x) is

!o:0*(x) f (x) — jQ*(x)

semidefinite.

If no degeneracy occurs, ag = ag*(x)

is then a Liapunov’s function of the system (1).

Theorems (5*1),

(5.2) and corollaries apply with minor changes to this case.
Theorem 5* ^«
The equation vg=grad’vg(x)f(x) = 9(vg) has always
a solution sueh that v(o) = 0. , In particular if the system (l) is

asymptotically stable, then Vg is definite and
Proof
This theorem may be proved directly following a method
used in Ref. 16, or by using the inverse theorem

4.5-4* 7 *

Let us

sketch a proof using this latter way for the case of asymptotic
stability.
iiven any Liapunov function v = v(x), v(o) = 0, v(x) / 0 for
x f 0, v(0) s* 0, this function represents a hypersurface in E
Jn+1
with a strong minimum for x = 0.
Take any section of this hypersurface with the
V « const. / 0.

This section is a closed bounded hypersurfaee.

Let

us represent it in parametric form
xi = *1^1’

Vi5

Since v(x) > 0 for x / 0 it is possible to construct a unique integral
surface S = v*(x) of the equation
v*

going through the hypersurface (25).

Since all the solutions of the

characteristic system of the partial differential equations
Xf

= x^t^v* = v^(t) tend to zero as t —^oo, we have that
x=0 “ °*
Remark 5.2.

It is worthwhile to point out for practical applications
that the right hand side of equations (20) and (23) may be any scalar
function which vanishes for x = 0.

•

20
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Remark 5- 3*
An existence theorem analogous to Theorem % k may he
proved also for the partial differential equation (20).

It is •worth

while to emphasize the major differences between equations (20) and
As we previously pointed out the v-functions a = a*(x), ob

(23).

tained from equation (.20) are Liapunov functions for the system (l).
The only possible degenerate case,* in which v is semidefinite* will
never arise*
In faet if a - a*(x) is continuous and semidefinite then it
has a strong minimum on the manifold M ©a which a*(x) = 0.

Renee

grad a*(x) = 0 on M and M is an integral manifold of system (l).
contradicts the hypothesis that
of the system (l).

This

f (x) is definite on the trajectories

This reasoning does not apply to equation (if )

where H*(x) is only semidefinite.
seme integral manifold H.

Then a*(x) = IX *(x) =0 on

All the information we obtain in this case

concerns the stability of the manifold I and not of the equilibrium
point.

In seme cases then the procedure must be repeated in order to

find a new

= <Xj*(x) satisfying an equation or the type (l9) which

may be semidefinite as long' as there does hot exist a point x =
on which a*(x_) = a,*(x_) = 0.
Mm

^ ©

In this case one not only obtains

©

information about the stability properties of the equilibrium point*
but one is also able to find some integral of the system.
situation may arise from equation (20) if
■fuaction.'

The same

(x) is a semidefinite
':.'v h

Equation (tj) is very important in itself since its solutions are
the so-called isochrones of the system (l)«

The knowledge of the

isochrones gives important information about the qualitative behavior
of the solutions ©f the system (l),
lemark 5« 4-.
For some systems it may happen that the scalar function
iff(x) in equation (IT) or £l*(x) in equation (23) is identically

zero*

The scalar function a = a*(x) is then a first integral of the

system.
6) A Useful Change of Variables
The method for constructing Liapunov functions developed in the
previous section contrasts strongly with the methods in use up to
mow.

The essence of our method is the introduction of the functions

P(v^) and 0(v2) respectively in Eq* (lO) and (23).

The major step

is now to find a scalar function v = v(x), v(©) = 0, such that f“
has the form 9^(v) or

(jf (x)/p(v)j but is otherwise completely

arbitrary.
If we think of the problem of constructing a Liapunov's function
by solving a partial.differential equation we see that the original
linear partial differential equation (5) (with unknown right hand
side!) has become a quasi-linear partial differential equation (2©)
or (23) whose right hand side has a certain well defined form.
what follows we are going to make full use of; this fact,
Consider the scalar equation

In

-.22,-

w = v(x)

v(0) = 0

which is equivalent to the equation
- '■ .

■

■■■V(x, w) =■ v(x) - w = 0 : ■

■ (27)

Under certain very mild conditions# ■which a v-ftmetioh satisfies,
we may solve this equation with respect to an arbitrary component of
the vector x# say x^.

We obtain

Since we shall perform this operation only once in the whole procedure
we may as well simplify the notations.

Let us introduce the n-veotor

2 defined as followss

h ^

;zk = V
z„ - m
X

We may •write tke expression

as

■x± = ■ fi'(«)*>

From Eq. (27) hy introducing the substitution (29)# we have
. ax.

d §.
X

4

1

if:

3

d?
Sx.
d¥

■’(1/j)

av

2w

Due t© the particular fora ©f the function tCx^, w)# (27):

dV

dV
dv dV
dv
= " *5*. *3±. U. “ 3*.
1
1
0
0
-

/

.

-

.

T

.

^ +•■*>: *-h

.

v

<«, *).

(31)

Ey substituting these expressions into (JO) we finally obtain

£.

*i
ST
3

dw

xi - \i>

a

dv
dx_.

j)

x. = f.
i
Ji

How we are ready to perform the transformation of coordinates
x

(53)

fi

on equations (20) and (23)*
These equations take respectively the form
m

“‘wi» ^v»>

af.

-■fet
v fi

5r’’1'

V f1

^

and
n

af*i

(f^(x) - U

= ®<W2>

•*f ^(3!))

-Sr

(35)

Vfi

The problem of finding w = v(x) is now reduced to the integration of
the nonlinear partial differential equations of the type (3*0 or (35).
We are in particular interested in Eq. (55) which can be
written as
af*t

(fiw -I
Ji<f

f,(x))
Ij

,)
X.= f
i *i

bw".

In this latter equation the usefulness of our method is much emphasized.
We can see that the only requirement we have is that the right
i)
hand side of Eq.
on w_. If the function
2
v

J

where a(w2) = a*(x) is positive definite, is hounded, then the problem
of the stability of the solution x = 0 of the system under investigation
is solved.

If one cannot find a scalar function a(w0) such that

is bounded, then it is still possible to study the stability of
a first integral of the system.
In other words, whatever the function 9(Wg) is, we shall always
be able to obtain an answer about the stability properties of the

Unfortunately, the solution of this partial differential equation
is not a simple matter and it is possible to integrate it explicitly
only if it is possible to integrate its characteristic system.

A more

reasonable approach is to choose a suitable form for the unknown
having a certain number of unknown coefficients, compute the left

£ ^
hand

side of Eq. (36) and then compute the unknown coefficients in such a way
that the right hand side of Eq. (36) is a function which depends only
on w_*
2
fhe possibility of doing this depends of course on the right
*
choice of the form of £
Even if numerous examples have been solved
i*
„*

n© general information about the suitable forms for
available*

£ ^ are presently

7) Examples
?. 1

Linear Systems with Constant Coefficients
In the case of linear systems with constant coefficients the

isochrone equation (23) can always he solved and its solution may he
any homogeneous polynomial function, in particular a quadratic form.
. in nhat follows we are going to study in detail the ease of a
second order system.

The treatment may he easily extended to nth order

Consider the second order system;

X2 = C21X1 + C22X2
and the quadratic form
v .*5,.

2 - + 2ai2xix2 + a22x22

We want to find the coefficients a^ of this foim and a constant X which
satisfy the partial differential equation
(59)

v = At
By substituting the form (38) and the system (37) into the partial

differential equation (39) we shall obtain a linear homogeneous system
of equations with the coefficients a.y as unknowns.

In order that

this system has a non-trivial solution the determinant of its coefficient
must vanish, that is

- 25 2cll ‘A 2c,
21

0

C12

e2l

cll + c22 "A

2C12

By solving the algebraic equation
X-, - eTi + e011
22

(40)

= 0

2c22

with respect to

(kO)

one obtains

+ C*S i V ('>;2-cl-)2
X , = c
2,5
11
22

It is readily seen that —

^CI2C:
'12 21

are the eigenvalues of the system (37)*

The corresponding v are:
(42)

T1 ' C2lV + (C11 - C2s¥A - 0I2X2‘

for which
V1 - (ell +
and
V2,3

"

C21 C22 C11
^

"

^* °

12

^

“

4C12C21X1X2

+

C12 Cll"C22
^

'

^2

for which
+ c

(45)

22

If the eigenvalues of the system (37) are complex, then v^ is closed
and it is a Liapunov function (isochrone) of the system (37)•
If the eigenvalues of the system (37) are real, then v^ is open
and is not a suitable Liapunov function.
and v,.
■

3:

In this case we shall vise v^

The scalar functions V- and v, are always semidefinite (two
2

5

families of straight lines) by matching them along the straight lines

we obtain a family of square-shaped Liapunov functions £23\*
' Finally in" the7 ease in which the' system is given in canonical form,
that is c^g = ©g|, *'0 the Liapunov functions are respectively

(Vr)

T1 - 2c2J.X1
• ' _ •: Vi

T1 “ X1

r_ = x_
2
i

(W)

matched (if sign c^ = sign Cgg) on the straight lines
2v
2
X1 = X2
In the ease of higher order systems the v-functions are going to be
combinations of the type (ht) (corresponding to complex eigenvalues) and
V. .

the type (hit-) (corresponding to real eigenvalues).

For other considera

tions 'Oh the subject the reader may:,read Ref. IT.
7» 2

Ronlinear Autonomous Systems
In the ease of nonlinear systems, if one is not able to in

tegrate the characteristic system, of equations (22), (25), (3h).or
the, only possible procedure 1© to seek for a suitable form of the un
known© v = v(x) or,.

| ^(z) which, allows a separation .of variables.

. Consider for example the system

■ay

for which

2
x y

,■■■ ■

< ; =■:

- 27 v^ = ax + y

and

v. = - X2V,
We see that the solution y = - ax is asymptotically stable.

Ey integ

rating it one obtains x = exp(-t a).;
We conclude that the equilibrium point x = y = 0 is asymptotically
stable for a

>

0 and unstable for a

<

0.

In this particular case we

have solved the stability problem directly from Eq. (51) and (52),

This

is not always the case.

Consider for example
x = y
y - ax + ax2y - y"5 - y

2

Assume v = ax

(55)

2

- y

v = 2y*(l - v)
from which non-conclusion can be drawn.

Choose

« = 2y2(l - v)2
then

a (v) = J* p(s)ds = J" (l - s)ds = v - ~ v45

/ 2
2\
1/2
2\2
= (ax - y ) - ^(ax - y )
« 2y2(l - v)2
from which we conclude that x = y = 0 is unstable for a
region a*(x)

>

0.

>

0 in the

8) ®a the Ise of Convex Functions ^

xv

In this section we shall present a different method for constructing
Liapunov functions.

We shall restrict ourselves to noncritical eases.

In the ease of control systems, however, this formal restriction does not
reduce the general!tyofourtreatment sincethese cases represent
structurally unstable systems

Thismethod will alsowork in most

of the critical cases with possible exception of seme system with pathos
logical hehavior.
‘
'

v'

"

"" "

'•

■

Beforepfe seating this method’ ■ we shall state ■ the -following: ’
Befinition 8.1

120]

:'

v‘:'*

The scalar function 'Vff.(x). is said t o be convex in an open
subset
f( X

StGlVif
+ (1 -^)x2)

^pteg) >

4 X(X1^ + ^

'p\ \

i^A$.i

(54)

where x^ and Xg are any two points ©f3C.
. Befinition 8.2

••

The scalar function

an ©pen Subset J&.

tf (x) is said to he strictly convex in

Sr, if in the relation (54) the equality sign holds

if and only if x^ = Xg.- ■ = ■

'*

.

The basis of the method we are going to present rests upon the
following theorems.

''{r-.

.’V-

\r-■

>’ v-

Theorem 8.1 ' f 2ol
, If the scalar, ^function

(x) has continuous second - partial'

of second order, then, necessaryand sufficient condition that it should
he convex at each x

c X

where X

is an ©pen convex set in that the

quadratic fora

>(*'«)- *Mn^sr I «
1

(55)

J

should he positive semidefinite for all real g.. and all x <• X

En.

Theorem 8.2
If the conditions of Theorem 8.1 were satisfied and the
quadratic fora (55) is positive definite for all real g^ and all
x
in

£

X c En, then the scalar function

tf = if (x) is strictly convex

X e En.
Theorem 8.5
Given the scalar function cp = <*f> (x) with continuous second

partial derivatives such that
i)
ii)
iii)

y (x) ■?;. ©

x / 0,

grad f (x) ± 0

f (0) =0

x j 0

it does not exist a sequence of isolated hypersurfaces of order
m

n - 1 converging to x = 0 on which the quadratic form

(55) changes sign.
then there exists an open convex neighborhood X of the point x - ©
in which the function

= wp (x) is convex.

Proof
See Appendix I.
Theorem 8.4
If the condition i) of Theorem 8.3 is replaced by

•V"V;,;' i")<f(x)

; © . - ': x ! o '■ "■

■■■ <^>(o) = o

and the conditions ii) and Hi) are satisfied then v - <f (*) is strictly
convex in ^1.
Theorem 8. g~
If a function
an ©fen hei^horhood

<f=vf (x),

Cp(0) = 0 is strictly convex in

of the point x = 0, then Cjp = <^?(x) is positive

definite in )€ .
Proof
Take x^ = ©^ x^ ^ 0^ strict convexity implies

< Ay(x1)

~

f

Ox^ ■'< yCx^

<f (0) = 0 the function ~ <p(

Since
^ I" SO},

letting

(57)
x^) is an increasing function of

A-** © (57) implies
yCx^) >

©

for x^ / ©

; Theorem 8,6 If a function (jp = ^ (x),
neighborhood■

*f (©) = © is convex in an open

of the point x = 0, then

Cf ~ *f (x) is positive semi-

definite in tX *
The proof is analogous to that of the previous theorem.
From the previous theorems we shall non develop a new method for
constructing Mapunov functions for the system (l).

o

-Ji
lt is known ^8, 2lj that if the system (l) is linear and stable,

^-

then v = v(x) and

jp(x) may both be positive definite quadratic

forms*
Consider then the non-critical case of system (l), which we re
write as
(58)

x == Ax + q(x)

where x = Ax is an asymptotically stable linear system, the elements of
q(x) are of order m

2 and q(x)

€

C2.
i

Consider then the v function v = v(x) whose total time derivative
with respect to the system (58) is

v = grad’v(x) [ax + q(x)J

« -

(59)

the stability problem is then reduced to the construction of a scalar
function

tj/ (x) definite on the trajectories of the system (58) and

such that v(0) = 0.
In a sufficiently small neighborhood of origin we know that

(x)

and v(x) may both be positive definite quadratic forms.
Without loss of generality we may then say that in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the origin (j/ (x) is convex and v(x) is strictly
convex.

Since q(x) £ C2 there exists then a finite region around the

origin in which

(x) is convex and v(0) = 0.

Let us rewrite equation (59) as
x B(x) f(x)= b(x) f(x) =- (j/ (x)

(60)

where the unknown elements of the matrix B(x) must satisfy (a-l)/i integrability conditions, which without loss of generality, take a very

Simple form [5"}*

! ■'

The condition v(o) = 0 becomes 13(0) = G^, and the condition (55) is
that the quadratie forms.
rn- ,
' - r («,*)

£)^b

- «'«(*)« - -S' '2^

&b_
if
.
r
m ,
+ tt” '.7. • srr*. ■ • +
4

dt>

Sf

fr ♦

sj

+

iSf
m
1

-4

is non-negative in an ©pen neighborhood of the point x 5= 0,

,

,

The scalar function (6l) is a quadratic, form in g with variable
coefficients functions of x,

Hence f since in (ll) the matrix ^(x) can

not he identically zero for all x* one can apply a test Of the Sylvester
type |^22 j in order' to .insure that Pi(g> x) is non-positive,

One shall

therefor© find n inequalities which the n^ element of l(x) must satisfy,
•with the additional a® side conditions b(0) = ©.

Because of the

assumptions made ©n the system we knot- that we are able to solve this
system in at least' a region; g around x = G.
p)

On Semidefinite' Scalar Functions

:

Before presenting the method for constructing Liapunov functions
it is necessary t© present some sufficient condition for a scalar
function to be semidefinite,.

' •

®ne may regard a semidefinite continuous scalar function f =

(x)

as a scalar function which .does not change. its sign in the whole region
XL

C .;# in, which it ■ is; semidefinite*

Tmey. may. however be manifolds

1 in.il on which JK.= ^(x) identically vanishes.

If \(p =

(x), vanishes

only for x » ©, then the sealarfunction (j/ = <^(x) is definite.

Since

the scalar function ^ = tjf (x) is continuous in A , it is indefinite
if it changes its sign ’’across" XI and semide finite if it toes hot change
sign.. '

.

'

The condition for a continuous scalar function to he semidefinite
is therefore not to Change sign "across" the manifold

on -which it

identically vanishes.
us'.interpret., this condition for an algebraic point of view.
Consider the equation

(62 )

<^(x) = 0
•whose Solutions define the manifold >6 .

If these solutions (with res

pect to all the camponentsof the vector x) are roots of even order of
multiplicity ,

(x) does not change its sign.

Usually one does not hate to solve equation (62) with respect to
all the components of the vector x.

Let us solve Eq» (it) with respect

to one of the components of the vector x, say x^, obtaining the roots

jyj Yg>■'?•*** 7m*

Then the scalar function <^ = y*(x) is semidefimite

if
^
yC'*) '* (xt - Jj) 1 (l* - 7g)

2 ... (xi - 7m)

Hill
** & (x)

where the efuation /)u(x) = 0 has only complex roots with respect to

(63)

- 31*- then we must make sure that the cylindrical function S = 5(xir..
xi+l,*v*> Xn)

is seaidefinite by repeating the outlined procedure.

Assume nor that

J^(x) has the following structure

(6<?I

*|/(x) = x* A(x) f(x)
where f(x) is a given rector-valued function and A(x) is an unknown
matrix.
that

y

The problem is to find sufficient conditions on A(x) in order

<y (x). is seaidefinite.

By following the procedure outlined

above, we shall impose that the discriminant of the following algebraic
equation (with x^ as unknown)2

(66)

x? A(x) f(x) = ©
is non positive, and compute the coefficients of the matrix A(x) for
these conditions.

By explicitly solving equation (16) for this fixed value of A(x)
^ (x) can be expanded in the for® (65).

we shall verify that

If this

isnot so other values forA(x) must be chosen.,.
In the particular case in which the equation (66) is of second
degree is sorae component of the vector x, say x., (the given system
fcJ
is linear in x^) the outlined proeedure is particularly easy.
If the scalar function'

(x) has the for®

(67)

^(x) » xf A(x) l(x)x
or-in.; other words "the system(l)isrepresented in the form

' '

x-=:'-f(k)x.,

,

,($$)

one can use the Sylvester conditions.
For that one has to symmetrize the function (67) as follows

Sp (x) = x*

■H ■
l(x) B(x)
x

(69)

where

|a(x) B(x)]

= | {^A(x) l(x) + CA-(x>;B(x)) J

(70)

Then the Sylvester conditions may he used on the form (69)°
In the ease in which B(x) does not depend on one of the components
of the vector x, say x^, the conditions on the matrix A(x) obtained by
this method are the same as the conditions obtained by the method based
upon the expansion of (63).
I®)

Simple Methods for Constructing Liapunov Functions
In this section we are going to give a short resume of some simple

methods for constructing Liapunov functions.

For further

details and

motivations see Bef. 3/^ and 5.
These methods will not necessarily always yield a Liapunov function,
but their simplicity is such that it is always worth trying them, before
formulating the problem, in its full generality.
If.l

The Method of generating v-Functions £ 3| ■
This method is particularly suitable for systems given in

polynomial fom,
given the system
«•

x .** B(x)x
one proceed as follows.

(458.)

Take a v-funetion

(71)

v = x* A(x^x^)x
.■'where

'
A(xlXj) -

{

Construct the scalar function
(x) - k’ ^ B*(x) A(xjX^) + k(x^) b(x)| x

(72)

By using the methods outlined in the previous section compute the coeffi
cients of the matrix A(x,.xp such that

(x) is definite on the tra

jectories Of the system (68) the elements of this matrix will have the
form

a,,(x.x.) = /

, _ a. ..

x.k x.m

(75)

Construct a new matrix Aw(x.,x.,h..,__) whose elements are
17 3 11km
II /
\
a,■ ax.x.) « a. . .

3-0

where

1 g'

« 0 for a^

ljoo

\
+ /

v
^
IS.
*
fo. « x* x,
/.^^m 13km 1
3
1
■

= 0 and sign h44W' = sign a,

Consider a new v-function

(7%)

-

37

-

and going through the procedures outlined in the previous sections, com
pute the constant coefficients

X1 =X2
xg = - x^(l - bx^2 + Xl ) - Xg

v « a11(x1)x12 + Sa-j^Cx^XgJx^g + aSg(Xg)xg*
(x) - 2

a^Xg +

a32Xl(l - hXl
" bXl

+xx ) -

+ X1 ^ " a22X2

Consider the equation ^ (x) =0 with the variable Xg as unknown,
discriminant is
:X1 + ®12X1 ** a22Xl^1 " bxl
al2Xl^(l "

+ X1 ^

- a
'22

hxl + X1)

which is zero for
= a

22
,

P

k,

+ a»,
- a^n(l
- bx^ +■ x1 ) = 0
11
‘'22'
henee we may choose
= a

22

a22(2 * b:!l2 - *l">

Its

let us now construct the functiony":

Going through the same procedure one finds
e. - :*&L
l.
3

a22
'1

One cam arbitrarily set
u

hence

1 „
1
h ,
2 .
= 3 ,xi. ~ a ^ i .+ 2i + ;gxafa. +
■

n-

q

2
2

and
? - -f“'2/

bx^2 4 x^)

hence the system is asymptotically stable for h
r-function vw does not give an answer.

^1 2.

For h

>

2 the

We shall investigate the same

system later with a more, sophisticated method ,to see hoy it . is possible
to find a definite answer^ for all b.
1©. 2

A Generalization of a Method of Ingwerson £ hj
Given a system of the form (l) consider scalar function
^ (x) = xs £j*(x) A(x) + A(x) J(x) ^ x

(7$)

where j(x) is the Jacobian matrix of the given vector-valued function
f(x) and A(x) is a symmetric matrix*

By using the methods outlined in

§ 9 or by solving the matrix equation Or
J* (x) A(x) + A(x) J(x) = - e

(77)

where G is an arbitrarily chosen semidefimite matrix one earn compute A.(x)

in such a way that the scalar function (l6) is definite on the tra
jectories of the system
From then a matrix A(x.,x.)# hy letting all the variablein each
....
3
element of A(x; Tsaish except x^ and x^
The gradient of a scalar function is then formed as follows

V =j

ACx^ ) jx

where the integration is performed on one component of x at the time as
if the remaining components were constant.
% line integration of (78)a scalar function eanbe found:

whichin most cases is a Liapunov function.
10.3

Another Simplified Method

5

The method we are going to present is a generalization of
the Method 10,1.

Consider the scalar function

= x* A(x) f(x)
hy the inverse theorem we know that there always exists a matrix
smeh that
xf A(x) = grad v
and that

^(x) is definite on the trajectories of the system (l).

In the case in which A{x| » A(x. x.) then the integrafeility con' . . "i tl
ditions has the very simple form

aij+ at

= lji+*3
3

Byapplyiag themethods discussed in the previous section it is easy to
construct a matrix A(x^x^) such that

(x) isdefinite onthe tra

jectories of the/ and such that the efaality ($2) is satisfied*
By line integration is then possible t© find the Liapunov
function

fx
ds """

We shall investigate the sane system studied in Section 10.1, in
its most general fomu

*1

*2

ZS = *1 *(*!> - \

1

Set

ft

discriminant is:

*<*!>

/

Consider the equation "

S -1-

t
■

+ Vl

X, j
p» «*,

ft1

; 55

+ aisV S21Z1 + a22X2]

W

:x^
vw =

+ a2S

(x) » © with the variable x^ as unknown.

Its

= *■ St
i

2’
the integralility oddities
v - -

t

= -

/ ^

f (x^) + ,*g

X-.'i
2«*

0, hence
+ § *82

f(a^) “ x22 » - x22

The solution x = 0 of the system is asymptotically stable if

' . Jx1f(x1)

©

'

and testable if

" 0.
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- kk Appendix

I

(Proof of Theorem 8.5)

Under the hypothesis of Theorem 8.3> we can expand the functions

7 == 7(x) in a Taylor

in a neighborhood G Of a point X = x :
n
gi &lx«0+V l
1
O

r(xQ + g) - r(x0)

+ g’ |

II

g | |

) |

vi
0 y
1

g 4*

J

g

where the functions 3^(| | g J | ) are infinitesimal with | | g | J

X=X e
©

(A 1 )

There

exists then an ©pen sphere S(xq,j» ), containing the point xQ, such that
for all g = g* 6

S the sign of

«*' 1 srfe- lx« «*♦**'I pij(N gll >1 **
1

0

o

is equal to the sign of

(A 2)

0 and grad y(x) f 0 for x ^ 0 for all g*

Because By hypothesis y(x) '

positive or negative such that | ] x
hand side of the equality (A

s)

+ g* 11

J| xQ 11 , the right

is positive,

For xq = ©* By hypothesis we have that

sign ! 7(0 + g*) - 7(0 >3

= sign

g*

1

j

If the quadratic fora {%) is positive for x = 0, then condition (A 3)
is satisfied and the theorem is proved since Because of the hypothesis
iii) there exists an open neighborhood of the point x = 0 in which the
quadratic form is positive.
let us now investigate the case in which the qudratie fora (56) is
equal to zero for x = ©.

For any g* of the sphere 3

point xQ = 0 consider a point
that || xQ j |

xq

o

containing the

sufficiently close to x = 0 such

♦

% changing the sign of g* the right hand side of the equality
(A 2) remains positive while the first term of the left hand side
changes sign.

Hence the quadratic form (36) cannot Be negative in any

©pen neighborhood around x = 0 and sinee By hypothesis is included the
case of a converging sequence of isolated hypersurfaces on which it
changes sign the theorem is then proved.

